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shiny new Macs are available right now — and they are slimmer, 
wider, faster and cheaper than any Mac has ever been!

and if you can’t afford a new 
Mac right now, how about 
revitalising your old computer 
with a brilliant new multi-touch  
Magic Mouse...

November 10 meeting — connecting, connecting, connecting!
Have you ever wondered what’s the best way to get online while you are on 
holiday or how to go about searching for and using the many WiFi Hot Spots that 
are springing up in hotels and public places?

Have you ever thought about the possible advantages of changing your ISP?
Do you want to set-up a wireless network in you home? Well this meeting is 
definitely not to be missed. After a short tea break we will be guided through, 
and given tips on, correct Email Etiquette.

email
Marnie...
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AGM — October 13
Our usual brief AGM was held before we moved into workshop groups. 
Members  received reports from President Marnie and Treasurer James, then re-
elected all the present office bearers and committee members and voted on a 
small increase in club membership dues.

Good news — Student Membership
At our recent AGM a member asked the Committee to consider a 

concessionary rate for student members. 

We discussed the question at the last Committee 
meeting and decided to offer full-time students 
under the age of 23 the same concession as 
remote members. In other words, $25 for 12 
months membership, or $10 from June 30 for a 
part-year membership. 

Email 
Steve...

I hope this won’t be construed as a 

serious conflict of interest...

BARGAINS!! There are some terrific Macs 

for sale on p 13
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BMUG committee duties, 2009-10
In case you have ever wondered what committee members do, here is the present 
duties list. Despite the extra work,  people are keen to serve on the committee, as 
participation gives members a great opportunity to extend their interest in Macs 
and share their enthusiasm with others.
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Note from June, retiring librarian
O'Reilly, Publishers of the Missing Manuals, and much more, offer significant 
discounts to members of User Groups. The books are airfreighted from the States 
and arrive very promptly.  The library has recently purchased David Pogue's 
Missing Manual for Snow Leopard and it is available for loan.  Also, we have bought 
the Apple Training Series iLife ' 09  reviewed in the September Newsletter. 

The Pogue book is available until the end of November for you to purchase at a 
very substantial discount. To find out more, or to order a book, speak to the BMUG 
librarian, Margaret.
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New BMUG manuals — Photoshop Elements
Photography is probably the most interesting Mac related activity for 99% of 
BMUG members. And now, we have breaking news for you... 

Photoshop Elements 8 has been released, still at a very modest cost, with many 
exciting new features, leading to a re-write of our original manual with new 
screenshots and new information on basic skills. 

Further, we have written an entirely new ‘Advanced’ manual, packed with 
projects for you to work through, expanding your digital imaging skills as you go.  

Part of the introduction to the basic Photoshop manual, the article on 
understanding image file size, has been printed in the newsletter on the next page. 
This has more to say on a topic raised recently by the Green Apples.

Copies will be available at the next meeting, so if you wish to reserve copies, email 
Steve. Remote members and other far-off readers may mail order copies of any 
manuals online from the BMUG website.

Steve Craddock

Breaking news!
Every year, 3 or 4 of our 90-odd members lose EVERYTHING when their 
computer fails and they have no backup. For whatever reason, they haven’t 
followed our oft-repeated advice to backup properly.

Aunty Mac and all her helper elves — the people in BMUG who help members 
with computer problems — have had enough! 

From now on, we decline to assist people who won’t help themselves by backing 
up. Read why, on the next page...

Email 
Steve...
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Letters to the editor & FAQs
I’ve lost all my emails from the Inbox!
Hi Steve and/or Aunty Mac,
When I opened Mail today all the emails were missing from my Inbox. How do I 
get them back?

Anon.
Dear Anon,
no problem, simply open your Time Machine backup from the Dock, and go back 
in time to yesterday before the problem arose. Now click “Restore”, and all your 
problems are over.

Steve

!"#$%&'()*&+"*&"&(%,-'(./0"$&12.*/-3444

What actually happened this week is that the member made exactly the same 
enquiry, but  he didn’t have a backup! So we offered him our best advice:

— run repair disk permissions from Disk Utilities found in Application-Utilities.
— do a shut down, wait, do a restart
—  go Mailbox - Rebuild

 but none of these possible remedies worked, and now his only option is to take 
his computer into the shop or pay a hefty fee for a consultant to visit. He might 
even need to ask all his friends and family to send him duplicates of their emails.

5(%&#-.*&623'%&7"0&8.'&*-&9:2*':"'.#&+)'(&'(.*.&0:).*&9-:&(.$,&9:-;&;.;<.:*=&

Well we do our best to stress the importance of backups every chance we get. We 
actually told readers how to solve a very similar Mail problem, caused in this case 
by a power surge, in the April newsletter on p 10. Do you file your newsletters 
and consult them? Have you got a copy of the Backup manual? 

Would you rather economise and not spend $150 or even less on a nice big 
external backup drive, even if your false economy meant the risk of losing 
precious family memories, documents and photographs? 

You don’t have any negatives for your digital images. Lose them, and they are 
gone for ever! Who would be so stupid as to buy a new car and not insure it, so 
please, back up now!!!

Aunty Mac and I have had enough!
From now on, don’t ask Jürgen, Don, Steve, or any other committee member for 
help if you don’t have a backup, we can’t assist. You can, however,  ask for help in 
buying a hard drive and setting it up to backup your computer.

Backing up your documents or images on DVDs is NOT an adequate backup! A 
Time Machine or SuperDuper backup keeps everything, including your 
applications and settings safe. Backup is not boring, it is not an ‘optional extra’, 
and it is not something to get round to when you are more experienced. It is a 
foundation skill. 

Solved!!

New BMUG 

‘Help’ policy!!

Total 

frustration!!
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TOP TIP — understanding image file size...

We think of an image as having a fixed physical size — 8 X 10”, or A4 or whatever. 
This is absolutely not the case with digital images. 

6&#)8)'"$&);"8.&*);,$%&("*&"&>?.#&>$.&*)@.A&3-'&"&>?.#&#);.3*)-34&

My 7-megapixel camera takes images that are 3 MB in JPEG compressed form in 
iPhoto. In Photoshop, they expand to 20 MB. My 11-megapixel camera images are 
5 MB in iPhoto, and expand to 28 MB in Photoshop. Images from either camera 
will print very satisfactorily from a good quality Canon or Epson inkjet printer 
onto photographic paper up to A3 size.

Image size seesaw
Consider a typical 7 MB image…

It can be 7 MB of information presented as …
a small image with high resolution or sharp 
focus;

OR

We can have the same 7 MB of information 
presented as a big image with low resolution or 
soft focus.

Always work with the biggest files (within reason) that your camera produces, so 
as to be able to print the image in highest quality at a decent size. 

Spot the pixels — here is 
a magnified low-res 

image of a person 
walking on a beach 
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This really matters if you crop images. Suppose you crop all the sky from around a 
flying bird to zoom in on the subject. Your file is now a good deal smaller, so the 
size at which it may be printed in high resolution will be reduced. 

For a good quality photographic print, or for reproduction in a printed book such 
as an iPhoto book, the image needs to be at least 200-300 dpi (dots per inch)  at the 
physical size you intend to use. An iPhoto book is typically 28.5 cm X 22.5 cm, and 
a good digital camera on the best or second best image setting will easily provide 
enough resolution for printing. 

Note that iPhoto books will warn you if an image is too low in resolution to print 
satisfactorily. 

Foe emailing, either iPhoto or Mail offer the ability to reduce file size to keep your 
email small enough to send (usually under 2 or 3 MEG). This does not change the 
original image file size, it creates and shrinks a duplicate. Another time you need 
to duplicate an image and reduce its file size is for including it in a web page. This 
is explained in the BMUG iWeb manual

Tip: never re-size upwards, because you are asking Photoshop to guess what 
dots should go between the existing image dots. 

Steve Craddock

TOP TIP — producing DVDs from 
iMovie
Tips for the Novice 
In some cases I learned the hard way by 
myself ! There is a significant regression in 
quality of the image between iMovie 06 and 
09. The difference is the single field 
processing used by iMovie 09 and the fact 
that it throws out every other horizontal line. 
If you still have iMovie 06 on your computer 
you can prepare your Movie in iMovie 09 and then convert it back to iMovie 06 
before creating your DVD, to obtain a good quality DVD. However, this process is 
quite involved and therefore I will not describe it in this article.

Another way of obtaining a good quality DVD using iMovie 09 is:

Never use the option “Share directly to iDvd”, when transferring your movie to 
iDVD. Upload your movie to “Media Browser”, using the large settings. When 
that is finished, go to iDVD, select your Theme, then grab the move from Media 
Browser (under the Media Tab, theme movieʼs Tab in iDVD), drag it over to iDVD 
and create your project. The burned version will look much more like the quality 
produced in iMovie HD6. The reason being that “Sharing to Media Browser” uses 
a much better format than sending it straight to iDVD.
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With iMovie 09 and iDVD you need lots of spare disk space and RAM. I 
recommend no less than 20 GB of hard drive space and a minimum of 2 GB of 
Ram. You also need a reasonably fast CPU. When I publish an iMovie to iDVD 
using Media Browser it usually takes 20 to 40 minutes depending on the length of 
the movie. When I burn the DVD, the first one usually takes about 3 hours and 
any further copies about 6 minutes.

iDVD:
The biggest change in iDVD between iLife ʼ08 and iLife ʼ09 is that Apple removed 
the year from the product name—itʼs now known just as “iDVD”. Apple has 
apparently lost interest in DVDs, and views online delivery—such as via a 
MobileMe Gallery or the Apple TV—as the way of the future.

The 77 page PDF Document, described below, is available free of charge for 
download. It was originally part of Jeff Carlsonʼs Quick Start Guide, but, he has 
now made it available because iDVD did not change from the previous version.
I have found the contents most useful, in assisting me with the production of my DVDs.

To obtain the Download -
—  go to Peachpit.com. 

—  click on Authors, go down to Author Number 113, Jeff Carlson. 

—  click on his name, then click on Book Number 6, iMovie ʼ09 & iDVD for Mac OS X: 
Visual Quick Start Guide. 

—  finally click on Downloads — Online Addendum iDVD.
Peter Baldwin

Library news
Margaret Evans, who has has kindly agreed to take responsibility for the operation of our 
Library, says...
 
In an attempt to make the Library easier to use, three containers have been 
purchased. Thank you, June.
The books have now been divided into groups :
A. Latest manuals;
B. Photographic and interest books; and
C. Previous systems manuals etc.

Each book has its own sheet for borrowing plus a section for reserving the item.
These sheets will be with the relevant box. Members are asked to complete the 
information themselves. Hopefully this will enable more people to view the items 
and encourage borrowing.

 If you have any titles that you feel would benefit members, please let me know 
and they will be considered for future purchase. I would like to thank June for 
her time as Librarian and hope I can do as well.
 
Hoping to have some empty boxes at the end of next meeting!

 Margaret Evans
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TOP TIP — a handy tip about printers
Recently, my Epson printer ceased to work and I received a 
message in the display panel saying that parts of my printer were 
past their serviceable use.  I immediately thought that this meant I 
would need to purchase a new printer.

However, I rang Epson and they informed me that it did not necessarily mean I 
would have to purchase a new printer.  Epson explained that every time you turn 
your printer on and it does its “little song and dance”, the printer ejects the old 
ink in the print heads and primes the printer with new ink ready for printing.

This ejected ink is stored in a special set of ink pads and these ink pads over time,  
become totally full.  Epson directed me to one of their Service Agents in Mercer 
Street, Geelong.  This company confirmed that replacing the ink pads would cost 
approximately $90.00  I had asked Epson to recommend a current model printer 
“which had comparable features to the printer that I owned” and this would have 
cost about $220.00 so it was much cheaper for me to have the ink pads replaced.

Now for the moral of this story...
 When I picked up my printer today, the serviceman commented that given my 
printer was 3 years and 9 months old and well used, it was in extremely good 
condition and then further commented that it was “very obvious that I had 
always used genuine Epson inks”.  I confirmed that this had always been the case 
although I had been guilty of having ink cartridges refilled for a previous older 
printer I used to have.

The serviceman stressed that while it might be cheaper to use refilled ink 
cartridges, these can do untold damage to printers over time.

Marg Boyles

TOP TIP — backing up with Time Machine
One of the great things about using Time Machine is that you can backup 2 or 
more Macs on the same external hard drive. This is usually a trouble-free process, 
providing you buy a big enough hard drive, as you need plenty of spare storage 
space. You should probably buy a one Terabyte drive — they are amazingly cheap 
now!

Another approach, which I am presently trialling, is to 
partition your backup drive so that there is a space for 
each computer backup. This turns out to be very easy to 
achieve, using Disk Utilities, which you have on your 
computer in Applications — Utilities. 

You simply pull the ‘roller blind’ up or down to divide 
the space as seems sensible. I gave 65% to my iMac, 
‘HAL’, the rest to my wife’s laptop backup.

Steve Craddock
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BMUG members — what do you think?
The BMUG committee is constantly looking at ways to 
enhance and improve the quality of our meetings with an 
emphasis on helping members to use their Macs more 
effectively. Ever since our club began, the leaders have 
been aware of the difficulty of getting their message over 
to a room full of users of widely varying experience levels. 
Coupled with this dilemma is the fact that the same small 
group of helpers are constantly called upon to 'put on the 
show' month after month.

With these points in mind, a study paper has been drawn up and this document is 
to be discussed by the committee, augmented by a numbers of specially invited 
'normal' members, on November 24.

It has been decided to publish the document and to invite comments from all 
members in an effort to gain the best and most favoured result from the session. If 
you would like to comment or put forward any constructive ideas, we would be 
delighted to hear from you. Please email your ideas to BMUG so that your 
suggestions may be distributed to the panel prior to the discussion.

Send your contributions to....
info@bellarinermac.org.au  to reach BMUG no later than 17 November, thank you 
for your participation.

Don Patrick

BMUG into the future
As BMUG prepares to enter its next year of operations, it may be opportune to take 
stock of just how far we have come thus far. Perhaps we should also pause to 
consider if we are still meeting the needs of our membership to the best of our 
ability, and it may be a good time to also do some forward planning.

In the early part of 2006 a few Mac enthusiasts met at the home of Paul Tracy in 
Ocean Grove and threw around some ideas about founding a club to bring 
together local Mac users. Not in their wildest dreams could they have imagined 
the way things would quickly develop, grow and prosper.

Now, nearly  four years later, it would be foolhardy to claim that we got 
everything right the first time around. But, considering the faithful support we 
continue get from the BMUG membership, we must be doing something right and 
we should all be very proud of that fact.

Having said that, perhaps it is now time to ask ourselves whether we should 
consider some changes and updates to the way we go about spreading the Mac 
message, and to that end, this document has been prepared, not as a fait accompli, 
but rather as a discussion starter which might hopefully and eventually lead to an 
improvement on how we ‘do business’.

mailto:info@bellarinermac.org.au
mailto:info@bellarinermac.org.au
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Does our present normal (all in one group) meeting structure fully meet the needs 
of individual BMUG members? With an “all in together” meeting, largely 
centered on presenting one particular topic, the problem remains as to what level 
of Mac knowhow to aim the training. For some attendees the session may well be 
too advanced for them to properly take in, whilst for others it will possibly be far 
to simplistic and they may come away without having gained very much.

Would we be better to base our meetings somewhat more along the tried and 
tested ways of our sister MUG — AUSOM?  

Remembering that this document was prepared to promote discussion, let’s 
consider the value of the following suggested changes to our meeting format...

We possibly extend our meeting time by ½ hour and commence at 3.30 p.m...
 The first ½ hour would be for formalities, such as paying our subs, buying 
Manuals, asking questions and making acquaintances. Also a time would be set 
aside for more formal welcomes, introducing new members and making any 
necessary announcements. Possibly a coffee break could be taken at this time.

 At 4.00 - 4.15 p.m. we would move into four pre-arranged groups to be called 
SIGs — each with their own distinctive name. Assuming that we can get the use 
of the second hall at St. Peter’s these SIGs would each meet in separate parts of 
the building and do their own thing right through until 6.00 p.m.

 This modus operandi would continue to give members a sense of belonging to 
BMUG as a whole whilst allowing them to more easily and fully participate in 
topics at their own individual level.

 The suggested SIGs, based largely on present operations, but expanded slightly 
to cover most if not all facets of using a Mac, would be as follows :

Simply Macs&
Comprising absolute beginners and those coming to terms with the real basics of 
the Mac. This is likely to be the smallest group and could probably be easily be 
located in the small room off the kitchen.

Green Apples 
No change to their present operations apart from the fact that one of their 
fortnightly meetings would take place on the regular monthly BMUG meeting 
day at Ocean Grove. Possible location — the other hall, assuming we can get 
regular use of it.

Picture & Music Macs 
A group dedicated to Mac related media applications — iPhoto, iMovie, iDVD, 
iTunes, Garage Band et al. This could quite possible be the biggest group and 
would probably be best located in the main hall.
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Broader Horizons 
Largely the same format as at present and aimed at the more advanced Mac user, 
but extended to embrace topics like networking, computer security, web creation 
etc. Suggested location — Kitchen

 These four groups should quite easily be able to cover all the training and topics 
presently offered by BMUG and be able to do it at their own pace and in 
consideration of the SIG members’ needs.

 The BMUG year could be divided into say three terms of 3 months —  Feb/Mar/
April; June/July/Aug; and Sept/Oct/Nov; and the month of May could be set 
aside for a once a year special all in together presentation or event. The AGM 
would take place in March and as usual, December would be party time.

 Members could and should be encouraged to move between groups, but the idea 
would be for them to remain in a single group for at least one full term at a time.

 In addition to these regular meetings, a once a year special weekend excursion/
seminar should remain a feature of the club year.

Spin offs, ramifications & benefits
We would need to discuss the sharing of the projector. Perhaps this would be 
done on a rotation basis?  A large monitor would, however, be available for each 
SIG. Responsibility for setting up and putting away furniture and equipment. 
time keeping etc. would also need to be determined.

Each SIG would require a convener as at present but the duties of leading the 
“Simply Macs” group would need to be arranged on a roster basis, drawing its 
presenters from members of the committee and other interested able and willing 
members.

Ramifications would include a possible small increase in membership fees to pay 
for the extended time and the use of the other hall. Nomination and/or 
ratification of the various SIG conveners who would also be responsible for 
drawing up a proposed syllabus for each term, to be advertised in the newsletter 
and on the web site.  Each SIG would also need to appoint a ‘reporter’ to convey 
details of each meeting for similar publication.

Benefits 
One substantial benefit would be freeing the committee from much of the 
responsibility of planning and executing meetings and topics. And as stated 
earlier, BMUG and in particular its SIGs would gain by being consolidated and 
united as to time and place and not fragmented as is beginning to happen at the 
moment.



BMUG Special Interest Groups
Broader Horizons SIG
October Meeting
The October meeting of the Broader Horizons group was held in Belmont on 
Sunday October 11th. At this meeting, we focused on various aspects of Photoshop 
and its sibling application, Photoshop Elements. Firstly, we looked at various ways 
to straighten horizons and correct perspective as well as an incredible new CS4 
tool called Content Aware Scaling which allows the user to push and pull different 
image parts around on the canvas and have Photoshop fill in the gaps, 
hence objects such as people within the picture, can be moved at will and 
amazingly all this happens without any noticeable distortion.

Next we took a close look at some of the 'arty' aspects of Photoshop and learned 
how photos could be made to look like watercolour or oil paintings or abstracted 
into all sorts of 2D or 3D images.There followed a demonstration of much of new 
features in the just released, and indispensable, Photoshop Elements 8.

The meeting closed with a review and explanation of how Photoshop Plugins can 
be added and used. We concentrated on Topaz Simplify, a wonderful piece of 
software which allows the user to further extend and enhance their artistic 
pursuits.

The next meeting of the Broader Horizons group will take place at the home of 
Steve at 93 Carr Street, Barwon Heads on Sunday 15th October commencing at 
2.00 pm.

If you have an interest in the more advanced aspects of computer use, 
by all means get in touch with Don on 5254 2650

Remote members are welcome to participate by email
13



Green Apple SIG
The Green Apples have squeezed  in two meetings since the last Newsletter, both 
were interesting and threw up some topics that need further explanations.

DE'(4&F0'-<.:4&G.3&!23#-+3.:*&'2:3.#&2,&9-:&'()*&*.**)-3&HI"0J&G-&I"*)0*K

This was a real tour through the basics from Opening and Saving a file to merging 
Events in iPhoto, adding Icons to the Dock and the need to empty the Trash on a 
memory stick before removing it from the computer. Then we cleared the Desktop 
using an InBox Folder and showed how to transfer files from Inbox to a more 
permanent home in Documents, Pictures, Movies etc. 

We looked at Grab, the extremely useful little programme that’s on every Mac. 

Using Software update and ‘what’s that Adobe Updater bouncing for?’ lead to a 
run through of keeping things up to date and the good housekeeping of Repairing 
Permissions at least every month, if not every week, using Disk Utilities. A very 
full and useful session, it’s amazing where we end up and by what route we get 
there!

L:#4&M-N.;<.:4&!)?&I:";$.%*&'()*&/);.&H&!0"33)38&"3#&O:)3/38K

Despite the nation being stationary, we only managed to cover scanning, although 
it was a very interesting session. We looked at using the Totally Auto’ mode, the 
‘Home’ mode and dipped into the ‘Professional ‘mode as well. 

Descreening and its benefits and handicaps were compared along with a very 
detailed look at the ever present Resolution issue. Scanning multiple items as 
separate files and creating a Scans Folder to store them temporarily was also 
demonstrated. Resolution lead onto a discussion concerning iPhoto which seemed 
to reveal that any image cropped in iPhoto is converted to a resolution of 72dpi. 
There was not sufficient time to confirm or deny this so further investigation is 
required. An extremely lively session.

The next meeting is 17th. November when the group has decided to return to 
using email and as much of the Mail programme as we can cover in the 2 hours. 
Any time remaining will either tackle other questions or move onto Safari and 
web browsing.

Dick Brown

!"#$%&'(')&'*#+,%&-+&#.$+/#-&##",0'12-134$56,%*7%'&7-8#,(#($%5#9:9;#<=<>

More on 

image 

resolution, 

p6!!

mailto:foleymay@bigpond.net.au
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Members’ marketplace — for sale

24” iMac desktop computer 
in as new condition
 •$ 2.93 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 

processor
  • $ 640GB Hard Drive
  • $ 4GB RAM Memory
  • $ Operating System - Snow 

Leopard (Mac OS 10.6)
  • $ Loads of additional software  
  • $ Built-in iSight Camera, 

Microphone & Airport
 •$ SuperDrive
  • $ Your choice of Compact, Full or Wireless Keyboard
  • $ Apple Mighty Mouse
  • $ Install/Restore DVDs
  • $ Original packaging
  • $ Fully operational User Space for the purchaser can be arranged 
  • $ AppleCare extended warranty until 12 - 3 - 2012 (covers everything including    

phone in assistance)
Price $1750.00
Please contact Don  5254 2650  or  donpatrick@iinet.net.au

Refurbished White Macbook with 13" screen, complete with Snow 
Leopard OS
•$ 2GHz Core 2 Duo processor
•$ 1 GB memory
•$ Hard drive 160GB brand new!
•$ Screen bezel, keyboard, 

trackpad and surround all 
brand new, replaced last week 
by Apple

•$ LCD screen recently replaced
•$ Battery recently replaced
Reduced to $850 for urgent sale, negotiable, and a larger hard drive 
can be organised if required
Phone Steve on 5254 2576 

Alloy bodied laptop: 
•$ 15 inch 867 MHz PowerPC (3.2) running 

Leopard.
•$ 1Mb L3 cache 
•$ 768 SDRAM
Price: $400 negotiable for an early sale
Phone: Marnie 5241 2780

Reduced 

to sell!!
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?

And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are 
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who 
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives 
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and 
several interstate!

Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed 
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the 
club library and attendance at meetings. 

Member benefits:
1.  members get FREE website hosting!
2.  members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
3.  ‘Getting started’ manuals 
4.  access to our our growing club library
5.  participation in our club MacPal program

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby 
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting 
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as 
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:

1.  Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem 
and has already posted a solution.

2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find 
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also 
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.

3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website 
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.

4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and 
search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.

5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 5255 4517. If you don’t 

need a MacPal, but rather specific help, Jürgen will pass your query on.

Go to the 
BMUG 
forum...

http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/forum.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/forum.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/forum.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/forum.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/forum.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/forum.html
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BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary 
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as 
individuals. So how can we help when things are going wrong for you?

Ring Jürgen, our co-ordinator of MacPals, on  5255 4517

Whether you are a newcomer to Macs, or whether you are an old hand 
experiencing problems you can’t deal with, ring Jürgen. He will assist in one of 
several ways:
• by quickly dealing with your issue;
• or by enrolling you in our Beginner SIG;
• by assigning you a free MacPal — a knowledgeable mentor who can visit 

your home, help set up your Mac, and assist you from time to time via 
phone or email. This program is one of BMUG’s most under-used assets, 
and as a result of your reading this newsletter, we are hoping to have 10 or 
more new members signed up with a MacPal by the end of the week; 

• or by passing your query on to one of our guru members with special skills 
and abilities beyond those of mortal folk. They will soon have you up and 
running again.

Email 
Jürgen...

mailto:jurgengross@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20be%20helped%20by%20a%20MacPal
mailto:jurgengross@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20be%20helped%20by%20a%20MacPal
mailto:jurgengross@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20be%20helped%20by%20a%20MacPal
mailto:jurgengross@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20be%20helped%20by%20a%20MacPal
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1st Prize 2nd Prize (Worth $600)
Apple Time Capsule 1 Tb
2 hours on-site service 
(Melbourne or Sydney Metro 
or ship) from Technicalities
$100 Gift voucher from 
Computers Now
Kingston DataTraveler 100 
USB 2.0 Flash drive 16 Gb
Bohemian Coding Fontcase 
& DrawIt

3rd Prize (Worth $450)

4th Prize (Worth $305)

5th Prize (Worth $200)

Tickets only $5.00 each
All entries by mail must reach us by 27 November and all entries close at 12:00 pm 5 December. The draw will be at MelbPC UG 
at 3:00 pm 5 December 2009. Results will be published at www.ausom.net.au/ra!e and printed in the February 2010 issue of 
AUSOM News. For more information, visit www.ausom.net.au/ra!e or phone 1300 360 813. Thank you for supporting AUSOM Inc. 

Enter now for your 
chance to win one 
of FIVE prizes

Sponsored by

OR

iMac 20" 

(both worth $1999)

from 

DesignWyse

2 hours on-site service (Melbourne 
or Sydney Metro or ship) from 
Technicalities
JBL On Stage 200ID iPod speakers 
from DesignWyse

Kingston DataTraveler 100 USB 2.0 
Flash drive 32 Gb
Ultimate productivity Automator pack 
of 170 Automator Actions
Bohemian Coding Fontcase & DrawIt

Kingston DataTraveler 100 USB 2.0 
Flash drive 16 Gb
Bohemian Coding Fontcase & DrawIt

Global Delights Voila
Macworld Mac Basics magazine

Calidad 20sts 260 GSM 4x6 Photo 
super-glossy inkjet paper
Kingston DataTraveler 100 USB 2.0 
Flash drive 16 Gb
Macworld Mac Basics magazine 

O’Reilly Snow Leopard: The Missing 
Manual by David Pogue
Lightcrafts Aurora photo editing 
software

MacBook 
Pro 13"

Total Tickets: 4000

AUSOM Raffle
Our November 10 meeting will be your last chance to purchase tickets in the great 
AUSOM 2009 raffle. 

Contact June mailto:junebrown@bellarinemac.org.au

mailto:junebrown@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:junebrown@bellarinemac.org.au


Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President

Steve Craddock,
Vice President James Strachan,

Treasurer

June Brown,
meeter & greeter

Don Patrick,
Email Secretary

Jürgen Gross,
MacPals

David Dixon
Hall setup & put-away

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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Margaret Evans,
Librarian,

Hall & equipment

Prue Paterson,
Web Manager


